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Ageless Love
Age seems absolutely immaterial when you are in love with nature. You

don’t age at all, when you feel a stroke of cool, pleasant whiff of breeze on

your skin or when the arching rainbow strikes your sight.

At times, when the mountain air crossing the large distances strides

towards me, I feel as if my beloved is making a way transcending all the

barriers to embrace me from around.Presently, when each one of us is

armed with a surmountable fear of this unforeseen pandemic situation, the

bliss of almighty i.e. the unsurpassable beauty of nature has opened its

gateway to make realize its presence to admire, to observe and to love its

each aspect. Amid the ensuing busy and mechanized life, we have undoubt-

edly forgotten to take note of the immeasurable wealth bestowed on us by

the supreme power.

A walk through the long grasses, observing the captivating flowers that

are mounted with the beaks of colorful birds sucking the nectar and the

green leaves of the trees waving like a banner in the air leaves the indeli-

ble effects.

This eternal beauty nesting in nature has indeed been an influencing

and inspirational source to me always and it increased several folds during

this phase of lockdown where much of our

mobility is restricted for our safety. Thankfully,

it’s a sigh of relief that there never can be

any lockdown or restrictions for the mem-

ories that keeps on coming back while sit-

ting in the lap of nature, across the river

side or underneath the shade of fruit laden

peace tree.

The cool breezy morning that awakens,

really appears beaming with delight and

rejuvenates the body and spirit with fresh-

ness & positivity that wards off every evil

thought.

Beauty lies in the eyes of beholder and

the most gracious thanks to the creator of

this world to gift me with this beauty of being

so observant to the raindrops lashing against the panes of my window and

battling to pour into my bedroom through the gaps. Those showers seems

to have something magical when they cascade down on my face, chang-

ing my mood in hurry and transporting me to the entirely different world of

dreamy fancies.The bedside radio with a soothing music tempts and pro-

duces an irresistible urge to abandon all the chores and urges my fingers

to write for my readers, giving vent to the arrays of imagination. The bright

red hibiscus peeping through my window sills across the garden walls seems

having a silent conversation with me as if telling me to look up at the clouds

that were scurrying away.

The multitude of beauty abounds in clouds, in rain, in flowers, in butter-

flies, in birds and in every such thing which we observe daily and take it in

a miscellaneous way. The state of lockdown has indeed proven to be a

blessing in disguise to have your mind and soul encrusted with admiring the

rising sun, striking through the opening and turning everything to gold. 

Here, I remember the words of Ruskin Bond, “Time passes, and yet it

doesn’t pass; people come and go, the mountain remains.” That’s true.

Everything is transitory and ephemeral but the beauty in nature is perma-

nent and everlasting.I like to think and believe that I have become part of

these lush green trees, standing like guards and acting as a barrier between

myself and these mighty mountains. Even at twilight, when I pass beneath

a canopy of green leaves, the leaves brush against my face as if acknowl-

edging me.

This beauty conveys us the message to save it and preserve it before

they dwindle and disappear and also to love the environment claiming a

relationship with trees, flowers, foliage and streams that are an integral part

of life to be loved regardless of the age.

- Dr.Shameem Quader

Udaipur: As a venture of

Industry- University partner-

ship the students of Journalism

and Mass Communication of

JECRC University, Jaipur

have joined Royal Harbinger

as interns. Motivated by senior

faculty members Prof. N.K.

Kaushik  and Shailendra Singh

Bhati students of I year and

II year have joined us as our

extended team. Their partic-

ipation and contribution will

add to our Newspaper in many

ways. Some of these stu-

dents have studied some of

our issues and reviewed them

for us. Their comments are

presented here for our read-

ers.

Beauty of  Royal

Harbinger- Deepanshu

Sharma

The language and the con-

tent in the newspaper Royal

Harbinger is perfect and easy

to read. It is full of figures and

facts. It has small blogs for

views of experts.  The news-

paper gives more emphasis

on culture and heritage of

Udaipur. It concentrates on

positive news.It is a good

source of  knowledge  and

information about Udaipur. It

gives information of great peo-

ple on their death and birth

anniversaries. The newspa-

per gives practical knowledge

about business as well. It has

the separate business page

or column. There are many

motivational and inspirational

articles for students and

Youngsters. There is also a

food recipe column on the last

page and a  beautiful article

on a freedom fighter.

The layout of the whole

newspaper is perfect. The

newspaper uses different light

coloured blogs for separate

columns or other experts’

views, It grabs the attention

of the readers.

The long articles are beau-

tifully divided into small  para-

graph  in an interesting way

There is also a column for edi-

torial which is perfect to

enhance or knowledge about

any topic.

Deeply Rooted in

Practical Reality- Lotika

Thakur

The purpose of newspa-

per is to provide information

on newsworthy topics, it brings

you the truth in front of you. I

had the same experience

after reading the Royal

Harbinger Udaipur of 1, June

2020. This newspaper covers

politics, healthcare, bollywood,

beauty tips, education, busi-

ness, sports and a lot more.

When it comes to an

English newspaper readers

should read with an easy

mind. I  found the language a

bit complicated and is not

easy to understand. The

Content of the newspaper

keeps you deeply rooted in

practical reality. Most impor-

tantly, there is pull-out for

youth so that they  can con-

nect to it. There is also a seg-

ment of spiritualism. The first

Page of the newspaper is

about the news ' Zawar Mines

:  zinc smelted for the first time

in the world” the piece was

knowledgeable and was with

full of facts how the Zinc is

smelted. The second page

was about  Bus iness &

Entertainment  but I think

there should be something

more about entertainment

business there was hardly

any thing about that sort

except a story which was on

the third page 'Flame Unfelt'

which was about a girl named

Neepa and how her life

changes after her marriage

and how she was always

under pressure of being a

perfect wife, a daughter-in

law a mother but in all of this

chaos how she loses her own

identity. I found it engaging and

was also inspirational. The

newspaper also talks about

practicing journalism and how

the media has changed which

most of the newspapers do

not talk about. There should

be a separate section for read-

ers to read about entertain-

ment and business separately.

The editorial section was

very interesting to read and

know about how the nature

has changed during Covid-19

' . Different by all means' was

the article I liked the most. It

was good to know nature has

healed and how humans are

responsible for everything but

the editorial section of the

newspaper is a opinion of a

newspaper and it was a bit to

the reader would be more

engaged if it had talked even

more about nature. 

The layout and the design

of the newspaper is attractive

and engaging. The lead page

is reader friendly and the

design speaks the language

of progress. But there should

more photos to attract even

more readers. 

Vinita Kotwani-

Interesting Content but

Lacking in Visual Effect

Firstly, I would like to talk

about the language that was

used in the newspaper which

was kept really simple.

Although, there were places

I had to go through the dic-

tionary but, the overall was

really reader friendly. 

It was really pleasing, how

the lead news was divided into

parts and an inverted triangle

pattern of news was followed.

The fact that Rajasthan has

water scarcity and the lead

news carried the same topic

giving readers relief was

appreciatable. The first page

also carried an article by Ashok

Kumar Mathur on Ambamata

temple which was both engag-

ing and informative  as it went

along the way giving its his-

torical tale to the infrastruc-

ture in detail.

The content was detailed

and  really easy to understand.

Although, it was a little lengthy

and at times, less attractive

due to the lack of pictures but,

as we go through the news it

gave all the important infor-

mation in the lead paragraph.

I noticed that the layout of

the newspaper was highly

unbalanced. If we take the very

first page as an example, the

above half was different from

the lower half. They worked

in horizontal and vertical pat-

tern, respectively. lso, the con-

tent was too much and it was

lacking in visual effect.

Pictures taken from a differ-

ent angle  could have given

a great impression to readers.

If we take ‘The Damp Heart’

on page 4, the content was

interesting but, was lacking in

visual effect which was mak-

ing it less eye catching. 

Shagun Shukla-

Increases General

Awareness 

This newspaper consists

of six  pages and the first page

was having a lead news of

Jawaharlal Lal Nehru with

headline, "Five Things That

Make Nehru Immortal". While

reading the newspaper I lit-

erally thought it would be start

with some praising line but it

just ruined my prediction

because the writer mentioned

the flaws first by ruining the

title of his own article, there

was no need to mention the

story of "Hindi Chini Bhai-

Bhai"and in the second para-

graph the writer mentioned for

Nehru that, "he might have

committed many errors too"

this type of statement may

offend the title of the article.

Well now I was reading those

five points on  which this arti-

cle was based and each and

every point was really amaz-

ing and informative. The sec-

ond lead of the newspaper

was, "Health protocol should

be strictly followed in traffic"

the news was based on chief

minister's statement and it

was very detailed and having

numerous  data to spread

right information to reader.

Each and every line was very

factual and consisted of

absolute statistics indeed. The

right side news, "Chief Minister

congratulates the people on

Eid-ul-Fitr was good to send

greetings to all for celebrat-

ing Eid and to encourage for

celebrating it with maintain-

ing social distancing to avoid

getting infection of covid-19.

On the second page was the

top column of Business and

Entertainment, It will be bet-

ter if we will have different sec-

tion for business and enter-

tainment. The editorial was

quite offending a single party,

a newspaper is never partial

but it was appreciable that the

reporter has highlighted that

how a girl rode a bicycle for

1200 kms with her ailing father

but the government didn't feel

ashamed, this was an exam-

ple of being a voice of voice-

less. The news related to

COVID-19 were making us

believe that we will overcome

soon through this pendamic.

The guidance of CM to follow

the heath protocol was very

effective. The 4th page was

spreading positivity where we

are getting depressed news

everyday and that poem in the

right side in the end for moth-

er was emotional and beau-

tifully written to express strong

emotions for a mother. I found

the best part in 5th and 6th

because they were full of

encouraging stories and news.

The 6th page was to promote

children and youngsters for

being hardworking with the

story of Arsha DPS and the

lead story was to support

women to be free and dedi-

cated towards their career

like the women officers did.

By the reading the whole

newspaper I came to know that

the more positive you will read

and view the more you can

overcome depression and get

rid of boredom. 

JECRC Students join Royal Harbinger as Interns

BAGHDARRAH NATURE RESERVE
H

aving picturesque landscape,

full of wilderness and sylvan

beauty, Baghdarrah Nature

Reserve is located just fifteen kilometers

away from Udaipur on Udaipur-Jhamar Kotra

road near the famous Jhamar Kotra Mines.

Dominating over this hilly terrain, the area

with luxuriant vegetation had a large num-

ber of tigers and that is how it got its name

‘Baghdarrah’ the abode of ‘Baghs’, tigers.

Criss-crossed by ‘nullahs’, the protected

area spread over about 342 hectares used

to be the ‘Shikargah’ of the erstwhile rulers

of Mewar. To facilitate hunting and to have

a magnificient view of the forest area, two

“Odhies”, shooting towers were built. It is

noteworthy that one of these towers, Janana

Odhi was made women friendly so that they

could also enjoy shooting. 

Now the Odhis provide watchtowers for

viewing the scenic beauty. Due to contin-

uous biotic pressure and interference to

accommodate city dwellers, the vegetation

on the hillock degraded and that resulted

in disappearance of wild animals by the

year 1980. However, the valleys commonly

known “darrah” are still intact. After inde-

pendence of the country the area remained

neglected and open for biotic factors to act

upon. In the year 1982, the area was

declared as “closed area” under Wildlife

Act 1972. Since then the vegetation has

started flourishing again although at a slow-

er pace. Because of the beautiful water-

body and unique vegetation cover in val-

leys and proximity to Udaipur city, it has

become a natural spot for huge number of

visitors and tourists. A waterbody spread-

ing over thirty hectares, the park provides

a panoramic view of picturesque sur-

roundings. The clean water of the pond is

a natural home of crocodiles that can be

seen basking during the winter season.

Banks of the lake represent a fascinating

acquatic ecosystem that supports a good

population of aquatic fauna and flora.

Varied forms of animals find shelter here.

It has presence of animals like leopard, blue

bull, hyena, jackal, common civet, small

ruddy mongoose, python, cobra, monitor

lizard and turtles. The park has a rich flo-

ral diversity and is a true rep-

resentative of species com-

monly found in Aravalian

ecosystem. The floral cover

comprise trees, herbs and

shrubs. Availability of a vari-

ety of flowering and non-flow-

ering plants, both terrestri-

al as well as aquatic, pro-

vide good opportunity of

study to scholars. Its major

flora includes Kadaya,

Godal, Dhokda, Salar, Ber, Khirni, Churel,

Bad, etc. The area has typical Aravalian

diversity of a variety of bird species like

storks, cormorants, geese, teals, kingfish-

er, egrets, flying butterflies, dragonflies

and endemic bird white-napped,tit.

In this deep gorge with lush green river-

ian vegetation strip, visitors can enjoy

trekking on routes passing through valleys,

dense forests and running streams. 

One route is from the main gate to Janana

Odhi and the other one takes one along

the water pond encircling the waterbody

during which one can sight a number of

waterfowls in this lake. 

Nature camps in this park provide an

opportunity to study and appreciate the

nature and its biodiversity thereby creat-

ing love for nature and the need to protect

it. While camping in rustic wildlife one can

have a rare experience of staying inside a

forest reserve with the jungle playing host.

There are several fascinating activities.

Those interested in angling can enjoy

Mahaseer fishing ‘catch and release’ that

is a rare sport now. To experience the amaz-

ing wilderness from a unique angle one can

use zip line across the lake. The bike trail

is an opportunity to experience natural beau-

ty and biking. 

One can take a bird watching tour with

local experts who have knowledge passed

on from generation to generation. 

One can also enjoy a jungle safari in

the beautiful deciduous forest of Aravali.

Because of the beautiful waterbodies,

unique vegetation cover in valleys and prox-

imity to Udaipur city, the forest of Baghdarrah

has become a popular natural spot for huge

number of tourists and Udaipurites.

- Ashok Mathur 

Veteran journalist  Ashok Mathur's blog

(ashokmathuronudaipur.com)   with over

forty articles on udaipur's palaces, tem-

ples, lakes, gardens, festivals, fairs,

wildlife etc. is getting very popular. It has

interesting content for udaipurites as well

as tourists.

Deora joins as new
Udaipur collector

Udaipur: Chetan Ram Deora took charge as the new

collector and district magistrate of  Udaipur on Friday morn-

ing. Soon after joining, the DM took feedback from ADM

OP Bunkar on pertinent matters and issues being faced

by the people in the area. He also held a formal meeting

with UMC commissioner Qamar Ul Zaman Chaudhary,

CEO Zila Parishad Dr Manju, DSO Jyoti Kakwani and offi-

cials of all other departments. Speaking to media per-

sons, the new collector said proper implementation of the

state government’s welfare  schemes to the bottom level

would be his primary concern. 

Speaking about COVID-19 management, he said the

tourist city has received a major setback during the peak

tourism months due to lockdown and hence plans would

be chalked out to compensate the loss caused to the pub-

lic as well as entrepreneurs. Along with efforts to boost

tourism sector, health and safety of the citizens would

also be equally cared for. 

He expressed discontent on the prevalent 13 percentage

of pension coverage in the area and said it should atleast

cross 15 percent. He instructed officials of the Social Justice

and Empowerment department hold ‘Pension Day’ on every

Tuesdays at block level so that eligible and needy peo-

ple are benefitted of the state aid.

“GMCH is now have NABL
Accreditation."

Udaipur: Geetanjali Medical College and Hospital,

Udaipur has become the first medical college and multi

super speciality hospital in the Southern Rajasthan after

getting the recognition of central laboratory from NABL. 

CEO Prateem Tamboli said that Geetanjali Hospital

has always been a pioneer in healthcare, quality and

research and has been carrying out its responsibilities.

Today the whole world is struggling with the corona epi-

demic, and the number of infected is increasing continu-

ously. In such a situation, it was a very challenging task

to get the medical college and hospital as Accreditation

of  NABL. The untiring efforts and hard work of the entire

team of Geetanjali have achieved this in such a short time

and has set a new record.

The CEO also thanked everyone and described this

moment as a very proud and historic achievement.

HOD Department of Microbiology Dr A.S. Dalal and

Virology Incharge Dr Upasana Bhumbla, Deputy Incharge

Dr Pragnesh will establish 

RTPCR lab for Covid-19 testing.

The recognition from NABL to GMCH makes it clear

that the doctors, other health care professionals and man-

agement team working here have earned this reputation

with tireless effort and passion.
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